
Kasuma Bearings is an ISO/TS - 
16949, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
certified company. We firmly believe 
that “There Is No Other 
Alternative To Quality”. We are 
proud to say that we have developed 
a variety of bearing like Taper 
Roller Bearings, Cylindrical 
Roller Bearings, Spherical Roller 
Bearings, Needle Roller 
Bearings, Thrust Bearings, 
Clutch Bearings, Ball Bearings, 
Angular Contact Bearings and 
special bearings as per the 
customer requirements. We have 
successfully developed and 
manufactured a wide range of above 
4000 bearings. Kasuma uses the 
most updated measurement and 
testing technology to enforce 
rigorous quality checks on all its 
products. We have incorporated 
innovative engineering technologies 
that ensure high qualities and 
performance in manufacture of 
advanced system bearing. The 
production capacity of our company 
is 6 million bearings annually. 

We manufacture bearings for the important applications like Axle 
transmission, Clutches, pulley, gearbox, wheel, Marine, Industrial 
Sector, Railways, Industrial Clutches, Aerospace, Agricultural and 
many more.  

After the opening up of the Indian Economy, there were great 
challenges present for Indian companies but Kasuma converted all 
challenges into great opportunities. Kasuma is competing at the 
global level and has taken concrete steps by exporting excellent 
quality bearings. Company's expanding footprint ensures its global 
presence with export operations in countries like Europe, U.S.A, 
U.K, Turkey, South Africa, U.A.E, Malaysia and many other Asian 
Countries too. 

Kasuma is passing through the trajectory of rapid growth by 
achieving a high growth rate since its inception. Export penetration 
and inclination has helped Kasuma to establish goodwill among the 
foreign buyers and distributors. The company is passionate about 
its business, but is also living the life of a true corporate citizen 
taking care of each and every entity affiliated directly/indirectly. 

We look forward to fulfill all our commitments towards our existing 
as well as new customers and serve their interest by every possible 
means. We are also planning to make a place in the European 
market with our variety of bearings, which are applied in various 
fields. Our aim is continual improvement in our product as well as 
Quality Management System as we wish to nourish the level of 
customer satisfaction to customer delight. 

• Developed a Vast Range of more than 4000 different types of   
 bearings 
• Consistency in Quality 
• Products manufactured as per IS Standard 
• Experienced of exports to USA, Europe and many other countries 

We have successfully developed and 
manufactured a wide range of more than 

4000 different size
of BEARINGS

Some USP’s of Kasuma [Unique Selling Prepositions]: 

www.kasumabearings.com


